Introduction {#sec1}
============

In attentional set-shifting tasks such as the Stroop test and the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST), allocation and shift of attention between different stimulus dimensions are required ([@ref38]; [@ref41]; [@ref32]; [@ref8]; [@ref39]). In these tasks, attention is oriented, presumably by top-down control processes, to an abstract conceptual entity that is the sensory dimension of visual stimuli (e.g., color or shape dimensions). Previous imaging studies in humans and monkeys suggest that a distributed network of frontoparietal regions including dorsal and lateral parts of the prefrontal cortex supports the allocation and shift of selective attention to and between sensory dimensions ([@ref27]; [@ref44]; [@ref45]; [@ref50]). Activation in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has also been observed in various tasks that demand top-down executive control of goal-directed behavior, suggesting that ACC also contributes to allocation and reorientation of attentional resources (Mansouri et al. 2017). Neuropsychological examination of patients ([@ref59]; Boschin et al. 2017) and lesion-behavioral studies in monkeys ([@ref14]; [@ref8]; [@ref33]) have indicated the crucial involvement of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), ACC, and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) in tasks requiring allocation to, and shifting attention from, sensory dimensions. Recording neuronal activity in the DLPFC, ACC, and OFC in the context of attentional set-shifting tasks has shown that neuronal activity in these regions encode several distinct aspects of the task including the relevant sensory dimension ([@ref32]; [@ref28]; [@ref33]). Together, these studies suggest an important role for medial frontal and prefrontal cortical regions in attention to dimensions and associated rule-guided behavior therein.

In the context of tasks that require dimension-based matching, for example, matching-by-color or matching-by-shape, toward visual stimuli, humans have repeatedly been shown to have a behavioral advantage/bias in allocating attention to, and redirecting attention away from, particular sensory dimensions. The direction of some observed biases are age dependent, suggesting an association with developmental changes of underlying brain networks ([@ref23]; [@ref22]; [@ref47]; [@ref7]; [@ref55]). Such dimension-based biases may appear in children and may influence their performance ([@ref16]), and saccadic eye movements ([@ref64]), in dimensional set-shifting tasks. Intriguingly, children with autism spectrum disorders underperform compared with controls; moreover, they do not appear to show any dimension-based bias ([@ref64]). Other studies also suggest age dependency of these kinds of bias and altered patterns of such biases in some neurological disorders ([@ref47]; [@ref16]). The links between these kinds of attentional biases and cognitive abilities supporting allocation and shift of attention and their relations to neurodevelopmental disorders are scientific unknowns that warrant further investigation. Importantly, it remains unclear whether such dimension-based biases result from top-down attentional modulation, mediated through prefrontal cortical regions, or from processing advantages in early stages of visual information processing.

Macaque monkeys are frequently used as animal models for determination of the neural substrates and mechanisms underlying cognitive control and selective attention as there are broad similarities in the structure and organization of the visual system between humans and macaques ([@ref60]; [@ref61]; [@ref46]). There are also significant similarities in the cytoarchitectonic organization of human and macaque prefrontal cortex ([@ref53]; [@ref52], [@ref54]; [@ref29]). However, it is still unclear whether monkeys manifest a bias toward particular sensory dimensions in attentional set-shifting tasks in a similar way to humans. To examine the neural bases of bias and attentional shifts between sensory dimensions, we trained a large cohort of macaque monkeys and humans to perform a matching task that required selective attention to the color or shape dimension of visual stimuli with the relevant dimension periodically changing without notice. Therefore, the task required cognitive flexibility to detect changes in environmental/contextual demands (signaled only by the presence or absence of visual feedback and reward delivery for correct matching choices) and the ability to efficiently shift attention between these 2 sensory dimensions. Importantly, testing humans and macaques in the context of the same task allowed us to examine to what extent any of their evident biases to a particular sensory dimension were similar in nature or degree. We hypothesized that if the emergence of visual dimensions and the bias toward them depend on top-down control interventions arising from higher stages of processing in the prefrontal cortical regions, then selective lesions within these areas would eliminate such dimension-based biases. However, we reasoned that if dimension-specific biases emerge in the early stages of visual processing, then these biases would remain intact after damage to prefrontal or medial frontal cortical regions. We found that although lesions in certain prefrontal or medial frontal cortical regions (DLPFC, OFC, and ACC) impaired shifting between dimensions, the dimension-based bias remained after lesions in many different prefrontal and medial frontal cortical regions. Together, this indicates that while parts of prefrontal and medial frontal cortex are essential for the cognitive flexibility in shifting between dimensions, these prefrontal regions are not necessary for the emergence of dimension-based bias.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Participants {#sec3}
------------

Human participants: 85 participants (Monash University students) within the age range of 18--27 (22.12 ± 0.24; Mean ± standard error) joined the study as volunteers. Fifty-five (35 female, 20 male) and 30 participants (19 female, 11 male) performed the 2-rule and the 3-rule versions of the WCST analog, respectively. All procedures followed the guidelines stipulated by Monash University Human Research Ethics Committee.

Monkeys: 21 macaque monkeys \[1 female (*Macaca fuscata)* and 20 males (14 *M. mulatta* and six *M. fuscata*)\] were included in the study. Their weight at the time of surgery was between 6 to 9 Kg. Monkeys had no previous experience with any other task before learning the WCST analog. All experimental procedures followed the ethics guidelines stipulated by RIKEN Brain Science Institute or the Oxford University Animal Ethics Committee and UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986.

Behavioral Tasks {#sec4}
----------------

Humans and monkeys performed computerized versions of the WCST analog. The main task shown in Figure [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} has been validated in previous studies ([@ref38]; [@ref8]; [@ref32], [@ref33]; [@ref28]; [@ref31], Mansouri et al. 2016; Boschin et al. 2017; Mansouri et al. 2017). In the WCST analog used for monkeys, in each trial, first the sample was shown at the center of the touchscreen, and after the monkey touched the sample, 3 test items appeared surrounding the sample. In the WCST used for humans, in each trial, first a start cue appeared and instructed the subjects to initiate the trial by pressing a switch. Pressing the switch led to the onset of a sample, and if the subjects kept pressing the switch down, 3 test items appeared surrounding the sample (at the left, right, and bottom). The events after the sample onset were the same in the WCST analogs used for monkeys and humans. In each trial, subjects had to select and touch 1 of the 3 test items that matched the sample based on the currently relevant dimension for matching (color or shape). The subjects had to find the relevant dimension by trial and error and match other visual stimuli based on that dimension in the following trials. The relevant dimension was not cued and changed, unannounced, when the subjects achieved a shift criterion. The relevant sensory dimension in the first block of each daily session alternated between color and shape across the daily sessions. The performance criterion that when attained shifted the dimension was 17 correct choices in 20 consecutive trials (i.e., 85% correct across 20 trials) for monkeys and 9 correct choices out of 10 consecutive trials for humans (i.e., 90% correct across 10 trials). The versions of the WCST analog used in this study utilized 36 different stimuli, which were composed of 6 colors (red, yellow, green, cyan, blue, and magenta) and 6 shapes (square, triangle, circle, hexagon, cross, and ellipse). The sample in each trial was selected at random (without replacement until the entire set had been used) from the 36 stimuli. In each trial, the test items were also selected from the same set of 36 stimuli and at random (with the restrictions imposed by the necessity to generate either a congruent or incongruent trial). The locations of the 3 test items (i.e., to the left/right/bottom of the sample) were also chosen at random. The sizes of the stimuli were 5--6 cm on the screen. The center-to-center distance between the test items and sample was 15 cm on the screen.

![The Wisconsin Card Sorting analog. In the WCST used in monkeys, trials started by sample onset (the sample was selected randomly, without replacement, until the entire set of 36 different samples, made of 6 colors and 6 shapes, was used) and after the monkey touched the sample and released its hand; 3 test items appeared surrounding the sample. The monkeys had to match the sample to 1 of 3 test items either by color or by shape and touch the correct item within a response window to receive a reward. In the WCST for humans, each trial started by presentation of a Start cue (a large gray color circle) at the center of the touchscreen. Pressing a switch turned off the Start cue and led to the sample onset. The rest of the trial events was similar for monkeys and humans. A reward or a distinct visual error signal (white annulus) was given as feedback after correct or erroneous matching, respectively. The relevant rule for matching (matching by shape or matching by color) was consistent within a block of trials, and it changed without any notice when monkeys or humans achieved the shift criterion.](bhz072f1){#f1}

In the 2-rule version of the WCST, only 2 potential dimensions for matching were included (color or shape dimensions) (Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The 3-rule version was similar with the 2-rule version of the WCST; however, an additional no-match rule (selecting the target that did not match by either color or shape dimension) was also included. Addition of no-match rule allowed examining shifting between 3 separate rules using the same visual stimuli. Participants performed 9 blocks in the 3-rule version (3 color, 3 shape, and 3 no-match blocks), and these blocks were pseudorandomly ordered so that a rule was not repeated in consecutive blocks and became relevant only after the participants achieved criterion with the other 2 alternative rules. The same set of stimuli (36 items made of 6 colors and 6 shapes) was used in the 2-rule and 3-rule versions of the computerized WCST.

Humans and monkeys also performed another version of the 2-rule WCST analog (WCST conflict) in which the level of conflict between dimensions varied trial by trial by inclusion of congruent and incongruent trials. This specific version of the task has also been validated previously (Mansouri et al. 2002, 2007). In incongruent trials, one of the test items matched the central sample in shape, another test item matched the central sample in color, and the third test item did not match the sample in either shape or color. In congruent trials, 1 of the test items matched the sample in both shape and color, and the other 2 test item did not match the sample in either shape or color, and therefore, there was no conflict between the matching rules. Incongruent and congruent trials were intermingled randomly within a block. The standard version of the WCST (only incongruent trials) and the WCST-conflict (congruent and incongruent trials randomly intermingled) were both run in the same daily session for humans, but these 2 task variants were run on separate series of days for monkeys. A food pellet (190 mg; BioServe) was given to monkeys in reward for each correct trial, and they got access to an automated lunch box (filled with monkeys' daily food/fruits and positioned in front of the monitor) that opened immediately at the end of each testing session. To encourage a speeded response, a response time window was considered for humans (900 ms) and for monkeys (3000 ms). The combined motivational factors of the trial-by-trial expected food pellets and the end-of-session lunch encouraged the monkeys to respond with good accuracy and also rapidly; the longer response window was implemented for monkeys considering their distance from the screen and to avoid consecutive timeout trials (no reward trials) that occur more frequently with short response windows, which could be discouraging for monkeys. In humans, data from 2 blocks of testings (with a 10-min rest period in between) within a daily session were included in the data analyses. Monkeys learned to perform the 2-rule version of the WCST in about 10--12 months. After monkeys' performance in the WCST reached a plateau, 15 sessions of the WCST were collected in which the animals completed 300 trials per session. All 21 monkeys were tested with the standard WCST; the WCST-conflict was tested in 13 monkeys (10 *M. mulatta* and 3 *M. fuscata*).

Whereas humans received a structured explanation about the task, rules, and procedures and practiced the task before initiation of data collection, monkeys were first pre-trained in a delayed matching-to-sample task to match multi-color and multi-form visual items and after acquiring the general matching rule proceeded to then apply the general matching rule to simple visual stimuli as used in the WCST analog. Subsequently, they were trained for more specific dimension-based matching based on color or shape matching rules in separate daily sessions. Initially, no shift was required within these sessions, but as the animals progressed, they transferred to training in sessions where shifts between the 2 matching rules were introduced within a session. Monkeys were trained for many months achieving a high performance level with each dimension (85% correct). Accordingly, they had experience shifting hundreds of times between color and shape dimensions and therefore were highly trained in matching with and shifting between color and shape dimensions by the time the 15 sessions of data were acquired for analysis in this project. In these 15 sessions, the first relevant dimension in each daily testing session was altered day by day, and monkeys received the same type and amount of reward for performing the task, and therefore, there were no nonspecific factors available to bias the monkeys' performance toward one of the dimensions.

Electrodermal Activity {#sec5}
----------------------

We measured electrodermal activity (EDA, responses in skin conductance) of humans while they performed the 3-rule version of the WCST. An electrodermal recording unit (ML116 GSR Amp---ADInstruments) with PowerLab (26 T---ADInstruments) and an amplifier were used for recording EDA and also for monitoring and storage of data. During task performance, the skin conductance was continuously recorded (sampling rate of 75 kHz) by 2 metal electrodes attached to the palmar surface of the index and ring fingers of participant's nondominant hand. Participants were instructed to avoid moving their nondominant hand and keep it on a pad over a desk. The skin conductance, measured in Standard International conductance units (microsiemens), was registered with event codes given by the behavioral control software (CORTEX from National Institute of Mental Health) to assess the event-related phasic changes in the EDA signal. The amplitude of phasic activity was determined as the difference between the maximum and minimum value ([@ref6]) within a 3-s window following an event (feedback to participant's decision). Due to factors such as motion artifact, cold hand, or very low levels of sweating in some participants, the EDA response could not be reliably recorded in some of the sessions, and therefore, their data were excluded from the analyses. The data from 25 participants (14 females, 11 males) were used for the related analyses. Two observers blind to the results assessed and decided about inclusion or exclusion of the EDA records in each participant. In each participant, EDA values were normalized by dividing them by the mean of EDA in all conditions.

Data Analyses and Statistical Approaches {#sec6}
----------------------------------------

In all the analysis of variance tests (ANOVA), we used raw data (percentage of correct responses, response time, or EDA) without any transformation or removing outliers. We did not remove any data points as outliers to avoid any arbitrary procedures being applied to exclude data. However, to facilitate comparison of data from different sessions and groups in our figures, response time values were normalized in each condition by dividing it by the mean response time in all the conditions in that session. Considering the differences in the level of sweating between participants, EDA data were also normalized following the same procedure. The effects of dimension and conflict on various behavioral measures were assessed by repeated-measure ANOVA. Mauchly's Test was used to examine sphericity, and Greenhouse--Geisser correction was applied when necessary. Two-tailed *t-*test with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons was used for all pairwise comparisons. Data for each human participant (on WCST analog and WCST-conflict version) were collected in one daily session, and therefore, a single mean was used from each human participant for each relevant data analysis. However, because data for monkeys were collected in multiple sessions (i.e., WCST analog and WCST-conflict were performed in separate sessions), a "Monkey" factor was included in the ANOVA, and session means from each monkey were calculated for each relevant data analysis.

Testing Setup {#sec7}
-------------

Humans: 3 participants were tested simultaneously while located in separate testing rooms. Recording and monitoring setups were in a separate "control room\'\'. Participants' behavior and hand movement were monitored through a video camera located in each testing room. CORTEX program was used to run the behavioral tests and record behavioral measures (at millisecond resolution). Participants read an explanatory statement about the task before coming to the test session and on the testing day received a structured briefing on the test procedure and requirement for matching based on the 3 rules (color, shape and no-match). The testing session started with 3 "practice blocks", which made sure all participants understood the task requirement and procedure before data collection. The first practice block included only congruent trials, while the second and third practice blocks included only incongruent trials, requiring the application of the color or shape rule, respectively. Within these practice blocks, the shift criterion was set at 5 correct responses out of 5 consecutive trials. Following these practice blocks, participants performed 9 blocks of trials (3 colors, 3 shapes, and 3 no-match rules).

Monkeys: the tasks (Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) were provided in an automated test apparatus within a sound attenuated and well-ventilated cubicle. The monkey sat, with no restraint, in a wheeled test cage fixed in position in front of a touch-sensitive screen on which the stimuli were displayed. A computer, with a millisecond accuracy timer-card to record response times, controlled the experiment and conducted data acquisition. When the monkeys completed 300 trials, the testing session ended, and a lunch box was automatically opened and allowed the monkeys' access to their daily lunch in the cognitive testing cubicle. Seven and 14 monkeys were trained and tested at Oxford University and RIKEN institute, respectively. The same software and criteria were used for training and testing the 21 monkeys.

Lesion-behavioral Study {#sec8}
-----------------------

Surgery: the details of surgical approach and lesion extent have been reported in our previous studies ([@ref32]; [@ref8]; [@ref33]; [@ref31]). Briefly, after completing prelesion data collection, monkeys had a rest for a week and then were operated under isoflurane anesthesia (1--2.75%, to effect, in 100% oxygen) while mechanically ventilated. After opening the skin and underlying tissues, the temporal muscles were retracted to expose the skull surface. A bone flap was removed, and the dura was cut and reflected to access the cortex. Using an operating microscope, a small-gauge metal aspirator attached to a controllable suction pump was used for making aspiration lesions. Aspiration was visually guided to complete the intended lesion extent. White matter under the cortex, which is easily distinguishable from gray matter, was spared as much as possible. Operated monkeys rested for approximately 14 days after surgery before starting the postlesion data collection. Unoperated control animals rested for the same period of time between preoperative and postoperative testing.

Intended lesion extent: all lesions were done bilaterally (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). We used the cytoarchitectonic map of [@ref53]) for delineating the intended lesion extent in the prefrontal and medial frontal cortices. The intended lesion extent in DLPFC group included cortex in both banks and in the fundus of the Principal sulcus ([@ref53]; [@ref54]). For the ACC lesion, a small-gauge metal aspirator was used to aspirate the cortex within the dorsal and ventral banks of the anterior cingulate sulcus (areas 24c, 24c′) ([@ref62]) in each hemisphere. The caudal limit of the lesion in the cingulate sulcus was at the level of the midpoint of the precentral dimple and the lesion extended rostrally for the full extent of the cingulate sulcus. The intended extent of the OFC lesion (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) included the entire cortex between the medial and lateral orbital sulci. The lesion was extended to include the medial bank of the lateral orbital sulcus and medially until the lateral bank of the rostral sulcus. An imaginary line drawn between the anterior tips of the lateral and medial orbital sulci determined the anterior end of the lesion. The posterior extent was an imaginary line drawn just anterior to the posterior tips of these 2 sulci. Therefore, the intended lesion included cytoarchitectonic cortical areas 11, 13, and 14 on the orbital surface ([@ref29]). The intended extent of the sdlPFC lesion included the cortex on the dorsolateral aspect of the prefrontal cortex starting 1 mm dorsal to the principal sulcus and extending dorsally up to the midline (i.e., lateral area 9 and the dorsal portions of areas 46 and 9/46) ([@ref53]) but excluding ventrally situated cortex that lay within the principal sulcus area; the lesion excluded posteriorly located areas 8A, 8 Bd, and 8Bv and did not extend anteriorly into area 10. For the frontal pole cortex (FPC) lesion, the caudal limits of the lesions were imaginary vertical lines drawn 2 mm posterior to the rostral end of the principal sulcus on the dorsal, medial, and orbital surfaces. All cortex on the most anterior part of the prefrontal cortex that were rostral to these limits on the dorsal, medial, and orbital surfaces was removed (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}).

Delineating lesion extent: structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (4 Tesla) and histology were used to confirm the actual lesion extent ([@ref32]; [@ref8]; [@ref31]). For histological examination of the lesion extent, at the conclusion of the experiments, animals with lesions were deeply anesthetized and then perfused through the heart with saline followed by formol--saline solution. Their brains were removed from the skull and allowed to sink in sucrose--formalin solution. Then, 50 μm sections were cut using a frozen section method. Every 5th or 10th section was retained and stained with cresyl violet. For 2 DLPFC lesion animals, microscopic examination of the stained sections confirmed complete lesions of the entire anterior posterior extent of the cortex in both banks and the fundus of the principal sulcus with no damage outside of the intended region. For the 2 other monkeys with the DLPFC lesion (one female and one male), MRI confirmed the extent of the lesion in the intended area. The ACC lesions were also complete and within the intended boundaries, apart from in one macaque, ACC3, whose lesion was slightly larger than intended in one hemisphere, and in another macaque, ACC4, where the lesion did not extend quite as far posteriorly as in the other 3 animals in order to avoid damaging ascending branches of the anterior cerebral artery. The extent of lesions in OFC, sdlPFC, and the FPC was as intended.

Results {#sec9}
=======

Performance of Monkeys and Humans in the 2-rule WCST (Only Incongruent Conditions) {#sec10}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Macaque monkeys: in the data collection sessions, monkeys had to complete 300 trials of the 2-rule version of WCST (color and shape blocks; alternated within a session) in each daily session. Optimum performance in 300 trials could lead to the completion of a maximum of 15 blocks and so 14 rule-shifts (i.e., attaining the shift criterion of 17 corrects in 20 consecutive trials in 15 consecutive blocks reversing between color and shape dimensions). The mean number of dimension shifts was 10.84 ± 0.7 (Mean ± SE) in the 21 monkeys. In the 2-rule version of the WCST, responses could be classified as correct (matching by the relevant dimension), perseverative (matching by the alternative dimension), and nonperseverative error (selecting the test item that did not match the sample by color or shape dimension). The majority of errors was perseverative errors and mainly committed after the dimension shift (Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). In the first trial after the dimension shift, the percentage of correct responses was 6.86 ± 1.75, which indicates that in the first trial after the unannounced dimension shift, in more than 90% of trials, the monkeys responded based on the previous dimension that was classified as perseverative response (Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). This indicates that the monkeys were unaware of the dimension shift, and their behavior was efficiently governed by the selective attention to the relevant dimension in the block.

![Performance of monkeys and humans in the 2-rule version of the WCST. (*A*) The mean percentage of correct, perseverative, and non-perseverative responses are shown in trials after the rule shift for 21 monkeys. Trial 1 is the first trial after the rule shift. Note that after the rule shift, monkeys' correct responses dropped to a very low value; however, they adapted to the new rule achieved more than 70% correct in the fifth trial. Note that although a different sample was shown (until all the 36 samples were run) in each trial after the rule shift (no repetition of samples), the monkeys could shift to the new rule after a few trials. (*B*) The mean percentage of correct, perseverative, and time-out trials are shown in trials after the rule shift for 55 humans. (*C*) Normalized response time of correct responses was calculated in each subject by dividing the response time in each condition by the mean response time for all conditions in each subject. (*D*) Mean normalized response time is shown for perseverative and correct trials in monkeys performing the 2-rule version of the WCST. Response time was longer in perseverative error trials and shorter in correct trials when shape dimension was relevant. This led to a larger error slowing (difference in response time between error and correct trials) when shape was the relevant dimension. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean in all figures.](bhz072f2){#f2}

Humans: all 55 human participants successfully completed 8 blocks in the 2-rule version of WCST (4 color and 4 shape blocks; alternated within a session) in each testing session. Figure [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}*B* shows the response distribution of human participants in 10 trials after the dimension shift (note that the criterion for dimension shift was 9 corrects out of 10 consecutive trials). To encourage speeded responses, a shorter response window was used for humans, and therefore, in some trials, there was no response in the available response window (timeout trials); humans' errors were mainly composed of perseverative or timeout errors.

We also examined another cohort of 30 humans in a 3-rule version of the WCST (using the same sample set and rule-shift contingencies). In the 3-rule version, color-match, shape-match, and no-match rule could be used for selecting the target test item (Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). No-match rule required selecting the test item that did not match the sample by either color or shape dimension. Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*A*--*C* shows the performance of humans in the first 10 trials after the rule shift in color-matching, shape-matching, and no-match blocks.

![Performance of humans in the 3-rule version of the WCST**.** (*A*--*C*) Mean percentage of responses are shown in 10 trials after the rule shift when color (*A*), shape (*B*), or no-match (*C*) rule was relevant. (*D*) Mean percentage of correct responses when color, shape or no-match rule was relevant. (*E*) Mean-normalized response time in correct trials when color, shape, or no-match rule was relevant. (*F*) Mean-normalized EDA is shown when participants implemented color, shape, and no-match rules. *P* values for the pairwise comparisons of color and shape dimensions (paired *t-*test) are shown.](bhz072f3){#f3}

Performance of Human Participants Differed Depending on the Relevant Dimension {#sec11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*D* shows the mean percentage of correct responses with each 1 of the 3 rules in the 30 humans performing the 3-rule version of the WCST. A one-way repeated-measure ANOVA applied to the percentage of correct responses showed a significant main effect of Rule (F(2,58) = 58.73; *P* \< 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.67). A pairwise comparison of performance (Bonferroni adjusted for multiple comparison) indicated a significant difference between color-matching and shape-matching rules (*P* = 0.002), between color-matching and no-match (*P* \< 0.001) and between shape-matching and no-match (*P* \< 0.001) rules. We also examined participants' response time in correct trials when they applied each relevant rule. Response time was calculated as the time between the onset of test items and the first touch of the screen and reflects the time spent for resolving the conflict between potential dimensions and selecting the target item. In each participant, we first normalized the response time in each dimension by dividing it by the mean of response time averaged over color-matching, shape-matching, and no-match rules. Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*E* shows that the response time in correct trials was the longest with no-match rule and the shortest with the color-matching rule. A repeated-measure ANOVA applied to the response time in correct trials showed a significant main effect of Rule (F(2,58) = 151.54; *P* \< 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.84). A pairwise comparison of performance (Bonferroni adjusted for multiple comparison) indicated a significant difference between color and shape rules (*P* = 0.001), between color and no-match (*P* = 0.0001), and between shape and no-match (*P* = 0.001) rules. These findings indicate that for humans, no-match rule was the most difficult. Matching based on shape dimension was significantly more difficult than matching by color, and this difference in difficulty influenced both the percentage of correct responses and the response time. We also examined whether such a bias to color dimension was seen when humans performed the 2-rule version of the WCST. Performance of humans in the 2-rule version of the WCST was near ceiling, meaning that they immediately adapted to the new rule after each rule shift, and there was no significant difference in the percentage of correct responses between the color- and shape-matching rules (2-tailed paired *t-*test: *t*~54~ = 0.27; *P* = 0.79). However, response time was significantly shorter in color blocks (2-tailed paired *t-*test: *t*~54~ = 19.85; *P* = 0.001), indicating the higher speed of target selection in humans when they implemented the color-matching rule (Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}*C*, Humans).

Dimension-dependent Alterations in the EDA {#sec12}
------------------------------------------

We also examined whether the behavioral bias to color dimension as opposed to shape dimension was accompanied by task-related alterations in autonomic nervous system activity. Electrodermal signal (skin conductance) is associated with sympathetic nerve discharge. Previous studies ([@ref2]; [@ref26]; [@ref58]; [@ref6]) have shown alterations in EDA during cognitive task performance and particularly in relation to the behavioral outcome (Mansouri et al. 2017). We examined whether matching based on different rules influenced event-related EDA. A repeated-measure ANOVA \[Rule (color/shape/no-match, within-subject factor\] applied to the normalized EDA in color, shape, and no-match blocks showed a highly significant effect of Rule (F(2,48) = 13.15; *P* = 0.0001) (Partial eta squared = 0.35). Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*F* shows that the mean normalized EDA was the lowest when participants were matching based on color dimension, however was at its highest level when no-match rule was applied. A planned comparison of EDA between color and shape dimensions indicated a significant difference (2-tailed *t-*test; *t*~24~ = 2.14, *P* = 0.04). This suggests that the bias to a particular dimension was accompanied by differences in the sympathetic nerve activity.

Performance of Monkeys Differed Between Dimensions but the Direction of Difference Was Opposite to that of Humans {#sec13}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The superior performance of humans in implementing color dimension compared with shape dimension and the concomitant difference in EDA are intriguing considering that only simple shapes and colors were used for making the visual stimuli. Having observed such a significant bias in humans, we examined whether macaque monkeys showed the same behavioral bias to color dimension. Performance of monkeys were assessed in 15 sessions, and session means from each monkey were used as data points. The mean percentage of correct responses in color and shape blocks were 77.17 ± 0.27 and 76.95 ± 0.24, respectively. As was found in humans performing the 2-rule version of the WCST, monkeys did not have a significant difference in the percentage of correct responses between color-matching and shape-matching rules. We applied a 2-way ANOVA \[Dimension (color/shape, within-subject factor) × Monkey (21 monkeys, between-subject factor)\] to the percentage of correct responses. The main effect of dimension was not significant (F(1,292) = 0.35; *P* = 0.55).

However, there was a significant difference in monkeys' response time between color and shape dimensions. We applied the 2-way ANOVA \[Dimension (color/shape, within-subject factor) × Monkey (21 monkeys, between-subject factor)\] to the normalized response time of correct responses. Response time was normalized in each monkey by dividing the response time in each dimension by the mean of response time averaged over color and shape dimensions. There was a highly significant main effect of dimension (F(1,292) = 137.25; *P* \< 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.32). The response time was significantly "longer" when monkeys applied the color rule compared with the shape rule (Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}*C*, Monkeys). This was in clear contrast to the findings in human participants where response time was significantly "shorter" when they applied the color rule (Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}*C*, Humans).

We also directly compared the monkeys' and humans' dimension preference by applying a 2-way ANOVA \[Species (monkeys/humans, between-subject factor) × Dimension (color/shape, within-subject factor)\] to the mean normalized response time in correct trials in each subject. The main effect of Dimension was not significant as expected because the direction bias differed between humans and monkeys. However, there was a highly significant interaction between Species and Dimension factors (F(1,74) = 76.94; *P* \< 0.0001) (Partial eta squared = 0.51). Figure [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}*C* shows that monkeys and humans performed significantly faster with one of the dimensions; however, these species had an opposite preferences/advantages in matching based on color and shape dimensions.

![Conflict-induced behavioral adjustments were dependent on the relevant dimension. *A*--*D* show performance of humans and monkeys in a 2-rule version of the WCST in which the conflict between dimensions were modified trial by trial by running congruent and incongruent trials. (*A*) Mean-normalized response time of humans in congruent and incongruent conditions. Response time was longer in incongruent conditions, indicating that conflict between dimensions adversely affected humans' performance. (*B*) The conflict cost (difference in response time between incongruent and congruent conditions) was significantly larger in humans when shape was the relevant dimension. (*C*) Response time was longer in incongruent conditions, indicating that conflict between dimensions adversely affected monkeys' performance. (*D*) The conflict cost was significantly larger in monkeys when color was the relevant dimension.](bhz072f4){#f4}

Conflict Cost Was Dependent on the Sensory Dimension {#sec14}
----------------------------------------------------

The presence of conflict in information processing adversely affects performance in terms of accuracy and response time (conflict cost) ([@ref5]; Mansouri et al*.* 2017). Considering the attentional bias in humans to color dimension and in monkeys to shape dimension, we examined whether the conflict cost was dependent on the dimension. Thirteen monkeys and 55 humans were tested in a 2-rule version of the WCST in which the level of conflict between dimensions (color and shape) changed trial by trial (WCST-conflict). Congruent and incongruent trials were randomly intermixed throughout the testing period. Having observed the differences in participants' EDA and response time between color and shape dimensions, we hypothesized that if the bias to a particular sensory dimension results from a general change in arousal/motivation, then there would be a uniform change in performance in both congruent and incongruent conditions, and therefore the conflict cost (difference between incongruent and congruent conditions) would remain unaltered. However, if conflict cost differs depending on the relevant dimension, it would indicate that resolving the conflict--competition between the 2 sensory dimensions was dependent on the relevant dimension.

We first applied a 2-way repeated-measure ANOVA \[Dimension (color/shape, within-subject factor) × Conflict (incongruent/congruent, within-subject factor)\] to the response time in humans. ANOVA showed that there was a highly significant main effect of dimension (F(1,54) = 221.58; *P* \< 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.80) and a significant main effect of Conflict (F(1,54) = 127.96; *P* \< 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.70) (Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Importantly, there was a highly significant interaction of Dimension and Conflict (F(1,54) = 120.13; *P* \< 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.69), indicating that the effect of conflict on response time was dependent on the relevant dimension. In humans, conflict cost was significantly larger in shape blocks (Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}*B*). In monkeys, the data with the WCST-conflict were collected in 13 monkeys in multiple sessions. We applied a 3-way repeated-measure ANOVA \[Dimension (color/shape, within-subject factor) × Conflict (incongruent/congruent, within-subject factor) × Monkey (individual monkeys, between-subject factor)\] to the mean response time in each session. There was a significant main effect of Dimension (F(1,121) = 48.01; *P* \< 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.28) and a highly significant main effect of Conflict (F(1,54) = 402.83; *P* \< 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.77), indicating that conflict significantly increased the response time in incongruent trials (Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Importantly, there was a significant interaction between Dimension and Conflict (F(1,54) = 12.04; *P* = 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.09), indicating that the effects of conflict were dependent on the relevant dimension. In monkeys the conflict cost was significantly larger when color was the relevant dimension (Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}*D*).

![The effects of lesion in prefrontal and medial frontal regions on monkeys' behavior. Left bar graphs in *A***--***F* show the mean number of rule shifts in prelesion and postlesion performance in Control monkeys (no lesion) and in monkeys with bilateral lesions in different cortical regions. Number of rule shifts in each session reflects the cognitive flexibility of monkeys in shifting between rules. There was no significant change in the number of rule shifts in Control (*A*), sdlPFC (*E*), and Frontopolar cortex (*F*) groups; however, it significantly decreased in monkeys with lesions in the DLPFC (*B*), ACC (*C*), and OFC (*D*) in postlesion testing. Middle bar graphs in *A--F* show the mean percentage of correct trials in prelesion and postlesion performance in Control monkeys and in monkeys with bilateral lesions in different cortical regions. There was no significant change in the percentage of correct trials in Control, sdlPFC, and FPC monkeys; however, it significantly decreased in monkeys with lesions in the DLPFC, ACC, and OFC in postlesion testing. Right bar graphs in *A--F* show the mean-normalized response time in correct trials in Control monkeys (*A*) and in monkeys with bilateral lesions in different cortical regions when color or shape dimension was relevant. Response time was longer when color was the relevant dimension in prelesion and postlesion testing for all groups. Although monkeys with lesions within DLPFC, in ACC, or in OFC showed deficits in cognitive flexibility to shift between dimensions, their attentional bias to shape dimension remained in the postlesion testing. Rightmost panels in *A--F* show the intended lesion extent in gray color on the schematic diagrams of macaque brain in monkeys with lesions in the DLPFC (Principal sulcus lesion: PS) (*B*), in the ACC (*C*), in the OFC (*D*), within the sdlPFC (superior part of DLPFC) (*E*), and in the frontopolar cortex (FPC) (*F*). All lesions were bilateral. The number of monkeys used in each group was as follows: Control (*n* = 6), DLPFC (*n* = 4), ACC (*n* = 4) ([@ref8]); sdlPFC (n = 3), OFC (n = 3) ([@ref8]; [@ref33]); frontopolar cortex (*n* = 4) ([@ref31]).](bhz072f5){#f5}

Slowing in Perseverative Trials Was Dependent on the Visual Dimension {#sec15}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Almost all of the perseverative errors committed by humans occurred immediately after the rule shift, and these errors were inevitable errors because of the unannounced dimension change. However, monkeys committed occasional perseverative errors throughout the block, and therefore, we compared response time in perseverative and correct trials to assess whether response time was dimension-dependently modulated in error and correct trials. A 3-way repeated-measure ANOVA \[(Response-type (perseverative/correct, within-subject factor) × Dimension (color/shape, within-subject factor) × Monkey (individual monkeys, between-subject factor)\] was applied to the normalized response time in correct and perseverative trials (excluding the first perseverative error trial). There was a significant main effect of Response-type, indicating that response time in the perseverative trials was longer than that in the correct trials (F(1, 20) = 1933.54; *P* \< 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.87). Importantly, there was a significant interaction of Response-type and Dimension factors (F(1, 20) = 93.56; *P* \< 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.24). When a 2-way repeated-measure ANOVA \[Dimension (color/shape, within-subject factor) × Monkey (individual monkeys, between-subject factor)\] was applied to the normalized response time in perseverative trials (excluding the first perseverative error trial), there was a significant main effect of Dimension (F(1, 20) = 26.53; *P* \< 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.08). Monkeys were slower in perseverative trials in shape blocks (when they erroneously applied the color rule) than perseverative trials in color blocks (when they erroneously applied the shape rule). For monkeys, inhibition of the shape rule might have been more difficult than that of the color rule, and therefore, monkeys had a longer response time in perseverative trials when shape dimension was relevant.

Effects of Selective Lesions in Prefrontal and Medial Frontal Brain Regions on Monkeys' Bias to a Particular Sensory Dimension {#sec16}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore the neural substrate of monkeys' bias to matching according to a rule applied within a particular sensory dimension, we examined the consequence of selective and bilateral lesions within prefrontal and medial frontal regions. We hypothesized that if the dimension-based bias results from top-down attentional modulations, then lesions of prefrontal or medial frontal cortical regions would eliminate the bias. After collecting prelesion data in the WCST, selective lesions were made in DLPFC (4 monkeys) or in ACC (4 monkeys), and after a rest period, the monkeys were tested in postlesion sessions with the WCST analog ([@ref8]). Six other monkeys with no lesion served as a Control group, and the performance of these 3 groups were assessed between preoperative and postoperative periods. Control group monkeys had the equivalent, in duration, rest period of 2 weeks imposed between their equivalent pre- and posttesting periods. In the second stage of the studies, these 6 control monkeys received lesions within superior dlPFC (sdlPFC: 3 monkeys) or OFC (OFC group: 3 monkeys) (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@ref8]; [@ref33]). Four other monkeys received bilateral lesions within the frontopolar cortex (FPC group: 4 monkeys) ([@ref31]), and their performance was compared between the pre- and post-lesion testing (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). In the WCST, the number of dimension shifts attained in each session reflects the overall ability in shifting between dimensions. We compared the number of dimension shifts between the preoperative and postoperative performance in each group. There was no significant change in the number of dimension shifts between the preoperative and postoperative performance in Control group, in sdlPFC group, or in the FPC group. However, there was a significant decline in the number of dimension shifts (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*B-D*) and in the percentage of correct trials (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*B-D*) in the DLPFC, ACC, and OFC groups as reported previously ([@ref8]).

To examine whether brain lesions affected the bias of monkeys to a particular dimension, we applied a repeated-measure 3-way ANOVA \[Lesion (pre/post, within-subject factor) × Dimension (color/shape, within-subject factor) × Group (Control/DLPFC/ACC/OFC/sdlPFC/FPC, between-subject factor)\] to the monkeys' mean response times. We hypothesized that the monkeys' bias toward a particular dimension would appear as a significant effect of Dimension. However, if a lesion in a brain region changes the monkeys' bias toward sensory dimensions, then it would appear as a significant interaction between Lesion, Dimension, and Group factors. Indeed, the main effect of Dimension was highly significant (F(1, 18) = 14.02; [*P*]{.ul} = 0.001) (Partial eta squared = 0.44), indicating a highly significant dimension-based bias in monkeys (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, there was a significant interaction of the Lesion and Group factors (F(5, 18) = 3.31; *P* = 0.027) (Partial eta squared = 0.48), indicating that the monkeys' response time was influenced by the lesion; monkeys in OFC group became slower, but monkeys in the ACC became faster in the postlesion testing sessions ([@ref8]). Importantly, there was no significant interaction between Lesion, Dimension, and Group factors (F(5, 18) = 0.81; *P* = 0.56) (Partial eta squared = 0.18), indicating that lesions in DLPFC, ACC, sdlPFC, OFC, or FPC did not change the monkeys' bias toward a particular sensory dimension (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Figure [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*B-D* show that lesions within DLPFC, ACC, and OFC significantly changed the monkeys' ability to implement inter-dimensional set-shifting ([@ref8]); however, the monkeys' bias to shape dimension remained after selective lesions in these brain regions and were seen in prelesion and postlesion testings in all groups (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). These findings indicate that the monkeys' bias toward a particular sensory dimension was not dependent on the integrity of prefrontal or medial frontal cortical regions.

Discussion {#sec17}
==========

Neural Substrate and Underlying Mechanisms of Humans' and Monkeys' Bias Toward Particular Dimensions {#sec18}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In a computerized WCST analog with 2 or 3 matching rules, we assessed performance and response time and found that young adult humans (University students) showed a highly significant behavioral bias to color dimension when it was compared with shape dimension. Interestingly, participants' EDA (a measure of sympathetic nervous system activity) significantly differed between color and shape matching and reflected the aforementioned behavioral bias toward a particular sensory dimension (Fig. [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*F*). Such task-related alterations in the EDA might reflect changes in the arousal or emotional state of the participants in relation to the uncertainty or cognitive challenge/difficulty in processing a particular sensory dimension ([@ref2]; [@ref26]; [@ref58]; [@ref6]; Mansouri et al*.* 2017). Considering the dimension-dependent differences in participants' EDA and response time, it might be assumed that participants' arousal level differed between color and shape dimensions, and such arousal difference caused a nonspecific and uniform elevation in performance when implementation and shifting to color dimension was required. However, our findings do not support this hypothesis. We examined the behavior of humans and monkeys in response to different levels of conflict--competition between dimensions. The conflict cost was observed in response time of both species. If the behavioral bias to a particular sensory dimension was resulting from a general change in arousal, it should have affected the response time in both congruent and incongruent conditions, and therefore, conflict cost should have remained the same in color and shape blocks. However, in humans and monkeys, conflict cost was significantly larger when shape or color dimension was relevant, respectively (Figs [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}*E*). The dimension dependency of conflict cost suggests that for humans, there was a behavioral bias toward color dimension, and therefore, resolving the competition between dimensions was more difficult when they had to inhibit the color dimension (Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}*B*). In contrast, monkeys showed a behavioral bias toward shape dimension, and therefore, resolving the competition was more difficult when they had to inhibit the shape dimension (Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}*D*). Examining monkeys' performance in error trials also indicated that when shape was the relevant dimension, response time was shorter in correct trials but longer in error trials (in comparison to when color was the relevant dimension) (Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}*D*). This also suggests that the bias in monkeys' behavior was not arising from a nonspecific factor and instead reflected the influence of the relevant dimension on monkeys' ability to inhibit the irrelevant dimension and shift between dimensions. Therefore, the dimension-dependent alterations in EDA likely reflected the cognitive challenge (difficulty) of matching based on a particular dimension (Fig. [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*F*).

In the context of an associative learning task, it has previously been reported that monkeys showed the same level of learning when they learned visual stimulus--reward association in color or shape dimensions ([@ref1]). However, when the dimension changed, monkeys had more difficulty in shape discriminations if they had been doing color discriminations, but the same difficulty was not seen in animals shifting from shape to color ([@ref1]). This difficulty in shape discrimination after a shift from color to shape dimension in the aforementioned study appears to contrast that observed in our study, namely an advantage in our monkeys for discrimination and matching-to-shape compared with matching-to-color in the WCST analog. However, this study ([@ref1]) differed in various aspects from the WCST analog. In the associative learning task, the objects are repeatedly shown until associations are formed between particular exemplars of each dimension and the reward. Associative learning might be acquired through repetitive matching based on components or parts of objects and may not necessarily reflect an attentional set formation or shifting between abstract dimensions, as is required in the WCST analog ([@ref1]). In the WCST analog used in our study, the sample and tests items and their locations were randomly chosen in each trial, and there was no repetition of samples following a dimension shift until all 36 samples were shown. Yet in just a few trials after the change, the monkeys nonetheless successfully shifted their matching performance to an alternate dimension and applied it to other exemplars in the new dimension (Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Therefore, the rapid rate of shift over of the monkeys' performance from one rule to another after the dimension shift cannot be explained by within-block associative learning (stimulus--reward or position--reward associations) and instead suggests a highly efficient implementation and shift of attention between dimensions. Our previous studies also confirmed that monkeys could generalize the abstract dimension-based performance rules to novel exemplars ([@ref38]). Therefore, different mechanisms might underlie monkeys' biases in object-based associative learning tasks and dimension-based behavior.

The difference in dimension-based bias between humans and monkeys might be attributed to differences in the structural and functional architecture of visual system and/or in selective attention to visual dimensions. In the WCST, selective attention to a dimension and shift to the other one is necessary, and therefore the observed behavioral advantage with a particular dimension might reflect the advantages in selective attention and its shift to that particular dimension (top-down processes). Alternatively, the bias to color or shape dimension might arise from differences in the lower stages of visual information processing (bottom-up processes). Previous studies have indicated similarities and also differences in the neural substrate and functional organization of visual system between humans and monkeys ([@ref60]; [@ref61]; [@ref46]; [@ref40]). These studies have shown that humans and monkeys have a similar trichromatic color vision, visual acuity ([@ref63]; [@ref11]; [@ref13]; [@ref25]), and sensitivity to the temporal properties of visual stimuli ([@ref40]). Monkeys and humans show similar abilities in object recognition ([@ref60]; [@ref56]) and even in perceiving visual illusions ([@ref21]). Considering these findings, it is unlikely that monkeys' bias toward shape dimension resulted from monkeys' difficulty to detect and process color information or a better ability in shape discrimination.

The different nature of the dimension-based bias between humans and monkeys we report here might arise from functional differences in the architecture of attentional control in humans and monkeys ([@ref51]). In humans, a dorsal attention network (frontoparietal network) is recruited during top-down control of attention to selectively focus attention on a particular goal-relevant aspect of sensory stimuli ([@ref10]; [@ref57]). In a functional MRI (fMRI) study, 2 macaque monkeys and 8 humans performed a task in which they had to detect a previously memorized item among serially presented visual images. Activation of frontoparietal regions were seen in both species; however, during target detection, activations in temporoparietal junction were observed in humans but not in monkeys, which suggested the absence of a functional ventral attention network in macaque monkeys ([@ref51]). Other studies have also indicated that overt attention in monkeys and humans shows sensitivity to low-level features of the visual images such as luminance--contrast, salience, and texture--contrast; however, monkeys appear to be more sensitive to local changes, whereas humans express more consistency in selecting the focus of their attention ([@ref12]; [@ref15]). Humans and monkeys also show differences in focusing on global versus local features of visual stimuli ([@ref17]; [@ref24]; [@ref12]), which indicate that in contrast to humans, monkeys are more focused on local features rather than global features. In our study, the visual stimuli were simple shapes, and therefore, there was little difference between the local and global features of the visual stimuli: however, it is still possible that monkeys' attention on the local features, such as edges, led to a bias toward shape dimension compared with color in the simple images we used.

In the WCST analog, sensory dimensions such as color or shape matching are abstract rules because they can be applied to different exemplars, and subjects are supposed to keep the relevant matching rule in working memory and direct and shift selective attention to the relevant dimension accordingly ([@ref32]; [@ref39]). Our findings have indicated that both humans and monkeys implement and shift between these abstract dimensions ([@ref38]; [@ref32]; [@ref39]). [@ref18]) compared performance of monkeys and humans in the context of a scene categorization task in which they had to categorize objects to animal/non-animals within different background images. They found that, like humans, monkeys successfully categorized the visual items, and the congruency between the background image and the object enhanced their performance. The authors also suggested, therefore, that monkeys have the capability for higher-order categorization of visual objects at abstract level. Similarly, [@ref43] trained monkeys to respond to the color change of a visual-response cue. The category of objects (such as dogs or cats) in the background image shown behind the response cue indicated characteristics of the reward at the end of the trial (high-incentive or low-incentive cues). They found that monkeys rapidly learned to dissociate the visual categories and even generalized them to the new exemplars. Interestingly, a large lesion within the lateral prefrontal cortex did not impair the ability of monkeys to perform depending on learned categories or to learn new categories. These findings indicated that perceptual categorization of visual stimuli did not depend on the integrity of prefrontal cortex and might have been mediated through earlier stages of visual information processing.

The Role of Prefrontal and Medial Frontal Cortical Areas in Formation, Bias, and Shift Between Sensory Dimensions in Attention-shifting Tasks {#sec19}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous electrophysiology studies have shown encoding of abstract rules ([@ref37]; [@ref32], [@ref33]) and object categories ([@ref19]; [@ref20]) in the activity of the prefrontal cortex neurons. While such a rich representation might imply that dimensions and categories emerge in these cortical areas, lesion studies to-date do not necessarily indicate an essential role of prefrontal cortical areas in the emergence of such dimensions or categories. Lesions in prefrontal cortex did not abolish learning and maintaining object categories ([@ref43]). These studies suggest that dimensions and categories might be represented in the prefrontal and medial frontal regions but do not necessarily emerge in these brain regions or depend on their integrity.

Previous studies indicate that DLPFC, OFC, and ACC are crucial for cognitive flexibility and executive control of goal-directed behavior ([@ref42]; [@ref39]; Mansouri et al*.* 2017). Activation in prefrontal and medial frontal cortical regions has been seen in various tasks requiring selective attention ([@ref10]; [@ref50]; [@ref57]). Our findings indicate that bilateral and selective lesions within the DLPFC, OFC, or ACC, all impaired monkeys' ability to shift between sensory dimensions; however, it did not eliminate the bias toward a particular sensory dimension. Lesions within sdlPFC or frontopolar cortex were also ineffective in affecting monkeys' performance, or their biases, in the WCST analog. The existence of biases to visual dimensions (color vs. shape) after bilateral prefrontal lesions indicates that the emergence of dimensions and the bias toward a particular dimension do not depend on the integrity of the prefrontal cortex.

![A model describing the role of prefrontal cortical regions in the formation of visual dimensions and goal-relevant shifts between them. We propose that the encoding and formation of dimensions and categories and the behavioral bias toward them emerge at earlier stages of visual information processing, without a necessary involvement of prefrontal cortical regions; however, goal-dependent shifts between sensory dimensions and categories require top-down modulation and depend on the integrity of prefrontal cortex.](bhz072f6){#f6}

Conclusion {#sec20}
==========

Our studies in monkeys in the context of an attentional set-shifting task (WCST analog) have led to 2 key findings: lesions in the prefrontal and medial frontal cortical regions do not abolish performance biases to sensory dimension (e.g., color vs. shape); however, they impair goal-dependent shifts between these dimensions ([@ref8]; [@ref39]; Mansouri et al*.* 2017). Future studies need to examine whether the dimension-based bias in rule-guided behavior in humans and monkeys appears in other cognitive domains and investigate the underlying neurobiological substrate for any species differences. It is important to examine whether such differences also exist between humans and other anthropoid apes (such as chimpanzees) because that would bring further insight to the functional milestones in the development of the anthropoid brain. There may even be differences between different species of macaque. Differences in ecological adaptations and social behaviors are known to exist between the 2 monkey species we investigated (mulatta and fuscata) ([@ref48]; [@ref49]; [@ref9]), which may lead to the emergence of different strategies in achieving goals. However, considering the ethical requirement to reduce the number of animals enrolled in neuroscience research, it was not possible to have sufficiently large sample sizes available to enable comparisons of lesion effects between the two macaque species in this study.

Based on our findings and previous studies examining the neural substrate of visual categorization ([@ref19]; [@ref43]; [@ref20]), we propose that goal-dependent shifts between sensory dimensions and categories might require top-down modulation, such that monkeys with prefrontal and medial frontal cortical lesions show deficits in shifting between dimensions (Fig. [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). However, formation and representation of dimensions and categories and the behavioral bias toward a particular dimension might emerge at earlier stages of visual information processing, without necessary involvement of top-down modulation (Fig. [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}); accordingly, lesions in the prefrontal and medial frontal cortex do not affect their occurrence. The alteration of such biases in neurodevelopmental disorders (Supplementary material) necessitates a better understanding of their underlying mechanisms.
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